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Jeremy:A quick update on various matters:1. HSCA Interfiling Project - Set for Wednesday. Peter, Jessica and 

Cathy are on our team. Chet is doing the list and told me that he will go out there on Wednesday. He is 

interested to know how accurate the list he is generating will turn out to be.2. CBS Assassination Archives - I 

spent several hours with Doug McKinney. As you can imagine, viewing this material was very interesting. I 

looked at parts of the specials done in 1964, 1967, 1975 and 1988. In addition, I saw one tape of the original 

coverage from 11/22/63, 1964 Marina outtakes and 1967 Marguerite outtakes. One really gets more of a 

flavor of the interviews by seeing their "off air" demeanor and seeing how the questions were asked. Those 

were the only outtakes that were already transferred and immediately available. Overall, a fascinating view of 

the assassination and will be great stuff for the Collection.McKinney predicted off-the-record that this deal can 

be done, but that CBS will want us to chip in some money for the project. Stay tuned.3. Al Ortiz- I have a call 

into him to talk about the Sheridan matter. I have not told him what I want to talk about when I have left 

messages. He called me back twice on Friday. But, I missed him. Hopefully, we'll hook up on the phone today. 

4. Congressional Letter - I have to work on our monthly report letter. I plan on mentioning the Zapruder 

situation, per our conversation. I will work on a letter for our Senate oversight committee, as well,5. Staff 

Meeting - I will mention my trip to Dallas. Is there anything else you want raised?6. DRE Records - I have a call 

into Michelle who was checking again on status. Morley is asking again because he says that he is meeting 

with his editor about the story and needs something from us on the records. We should talk about what we 

want to say after I hear from Michelle.7. Tom Rogers, NBC - After we got additional information from Jack 

about his contact, anything to tell Jack?8. Presidential Library (LBJ and JFK) Document Referrals - I'm curious if 

you had thought about including relevant docs in Doug's declass session.9. Sixth Floor Museum - FYI. 

Consistent with his track record, Jeff West has not returned my call in which I mentioned that I was going to 

be in Dallas in November.10. Priscilla McMillan - I have left a message for her regarding the JKL processing 

proposal for her records.Hopefully we can chat before the day is out.Tom
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